Herring Monitoring Data Sheet

Last Name ___________   First Name  ___________  Time End ____________ am/pm   Date ____________

Weather conditions (circle one):

- Sunny/clear
- 3-25% clouds/mostly sunny
- 26-50% cloudy/partly sunny
- 53-75% clouds/mostly cloudy
- 76-100% clouds
- Drizzle/light rain
- Rain/moderate-heavy
- Other (fog, etc.)

Herring count going UP ladder → ____________

Comments: visibility, other fish species, other wildlife

Concord River Greenway: We’re also collecting data about users of the Concord River Greenway (visible across the river). If you happened to notice people on the Greenway while you’re visiting the ladder, please note:

# people walking ________ # dogs ________ # bikes_______    # other ____________________

Comments (Did you notice anyone fishing? Or using an accessibility device [e.g. wheelchair, walker, cane]?):